RETURNING NEWS

TG5
Newscast: 30 mins
Stay connected with European and World affairs with one of Italy's most watched and reputable newscasts;
covering breaking news, the latest updates on current events, politics, complete sports highlights, weather
and entertainment.

RETURNING DAYTIME ENTERTIANMENT FAVOURITES

FORUM
Court TV: 1 hour
The popular TV court show hosted by Barbara Palombelli which has aired on Mediaset
since 1985 with huge success, stripped daily from Monday to Friday. Set in a TV studio
in front of a live audience, the judge presides small claims court with cases selected by
letters sent from the public at home.
MATTINO 5
Talk Show: 2 hours
Breakfast Television at its best, wake up every weekday with hosts Federica Panicucci
and Francesco Vecchi covering themes of the day, news and exclusive interviews.

POMERIGGIO 5
Talk Show: 1 hour
Daily news/talk program hosted by Barbara D’Urso that covers current events,
entertainment and news.

UOMINI E DONNE
Reality Show: 2 hours
Created and hosted by famous TV guru Maria De Filippi, Uomini e Donne is a reality
soap with men and women searching for love, meeting each other in the studio and,
continuing to date in real life.

CADUTA LIBERA
Game Show: 1 hour
Daily game show hosted by Gerry Scotti, which offers contestants the opportunity to
win up to €500,000 while competing in head-to-head trivia battles.

RETURNING PRIMETIME ENTERTAINMENT FAVOURITES

C’È POSTA PER TE
Talk Show: 3 hours
Host Maria DeFilippi returns in one of Italy’s long-time beloved reality talk shows where individuals
attempt unsuspected reunions with long lost loved ones.

L’ISOLA DEI FAMOSI
Reality Show: 3 hours
Italy’s version of the hit reality competition series Survivor, Celebrity Island follows a group of
VIP competitors on a desert island for eight weeks equipped only with a basic survival kit. Tune in each
week to see who will win this battle of survival of the fittest.

SCHERZI A PARTE
Reality Show: 3 hours
Italy’s infamous candid camera show hosted by Enrico Papi.

TEMPTATION ISLAND VIP
Reality Show: 3 hours
American reality television program in which several couples agree to live with a
group of singles of the opposite sex, in order to test the strength of their relationships.
It's based on the Dutch TV-program Blind Vertrouwen (translated as Blind Faith)
created by Endemol and has been adapted by different countries.

AMICI
Talent Show: 3 hours
Hosted by Maria, De Filippi, young aspiring singers, songwriters, dancers and actors
from across the country compete for a contract with Italy’s leading broadcaster,
Mediaset and a cash prize of €150,000.

TU SI QUE VALES
Talent Show: 3 hours
Contestants have 2 minutes to convince the panel of celebrity judges (Gerry Scotti,
Maria De Filippi and Rudy Zerbi) that they’ve got talent for a chance to win €100,000.

GRANDE FRATELLO VIP
Reality Show: 2 hours
The celebrity version of Grande Fratello, modeled after the hit reality television
franchise Big Brother, hosted by Alfonso Signorini.

AVANTI UN ALTRO!
Game Show: 1 hour
Popular game show hosted Paolo Bonolis and Luca Laurenti

QUARTO GRADO
News: 3 hours
Journalist Gianluigi Nuzzi and Alessandra Viero return in popular news-talk show Quarto Grado, to take an
in-depth look at unsolved criminal cases through debates with in-studio experts and external
correspondents.

LE IENE
News: 3 hours
Satirical TV show featuring sketches and in depth reports exposing political and
consumer affairs.
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NOTA BENE
Micro-series: 2 mins
Host Antonio Giorgi delivers updates on all your favourites shows and a sneak
preview on anticipated new titles coming soon to Mediaset Italia. Plus stay connected
with all the latest happenings in the Italian-Canadian community.

